Genes involved in differential network reconstruction were extracted from estrogen signaling pathway. Estrogen signaling pathway (hsa04915) was downloaded from KEGG [1] with 212 interactions connecting 82 genes/TFs. Here interactions and genes/TFs were extracted from the pathway by KEGGgraph [2] . Totally 420 gene expression samples from Luminal A and 141 samples from Basal-like were retrieved using the cBioPortal [3, 4] . Expression levels of 82 genes from Luminal-A subtype and 81 genes from Basal-like subtype are significantly not normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk test [5] , Benjamini-Hochberg-corrected FDR <0.05). Sample latent correlation matrices are computed as the inputs for the models.
Principle of majority to infer the source of a differential edge
Here we use a heuristic approach to determine the source given a differential edge. In other words, if we have identified a differential edge, we would like to decide which group (either Luminal A subtype or Basal-like subtype in our TCGA data application) is more likely to derive this edge. Recall that ∆ = Θ L − Θ B , where Θ L and Θ B are precision matrices and represent individual networks from Luminal A subtype and Basal-like subtype, respectively. ∆ represents the differential network between the two subtypes. Let ∆ be an estimator of ∆ by LDGM. Let Θ L k = ( Θ L ij,k ) and Θ B k = ( Θ B ij,k ) be estimators of Θ L and Θ B by Glasso with a tuning parameter λ = λ k . Here λ k , 1 ≤ k ≤ 30, is selected such that individual networks Θ L k and Θ B k gradually grow from empty networks (k = 1) to complete networks (k = 30). Assume that i − j is an estimated differential interaction by LDGM, i.e., ∆ ij = 0. Then a principle of majority based on Glasso is applied to infer which subtype the differential interaction i − j only exists or has a much stronger regulatory relationship. More specifically, i − j is from Luminal A subtype if
and from Basal-like subtype otherwise.
Note on generating regularization parameter λ
Throughout this paper, we always compared LDGM with other models on a sequence of λ to test if advantages or meaningful biological discoveries of LDGM are consistently observed along the sequence of λ. To generate the sequence of λ, we first selected λ max which is the minimum value of 10 k , |k| = 1, 2, · · · , such that estimated differential network is an empty network, i.e., there is no interaction in the network. Then we selected λ min which is the maximum value of λ max /2 k , k = 1, 2, · · · , such that the estimated differential network is a complete network, i.e., every pair of genes are connected in the network. Then we generated a sequence of 30 λ from λ min to λ max by equal increment.
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